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However the principles of integrating it into interpretation 

haven’t been clearly defined and the related professional 

training opportunities are missing as well.

Using digital technology in museums and other 

natural and cultural heritage sites is one of the 

most common ways to engage the audience 

nowadays. 



The challenge for the interpretation at YOUR site

Interpretation is helping people connect with the 

heritage in a meaningful way

The dramaturgy of the visit together with the (digital) content



Can digital technology help participants
to connect with THE object/phenomenon?

HOW

The main question of the training



Europa Nostra Grand Prix winner 2022
(One of the 5)

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0FRpW1-IvCo




Brooklyn Museum, African art collection

Complementing the physical with the digital



Complementing the physical with the digital



Complementing the physical with the digital



Possible Pros and cons of digital technology

Capacity
store and display a lot of information with limited space

It can revitalise the heritage

Accessibility
rapidly share information (e.g. social networking)

deliver audience-specific content

use visitors’ own equipment 

ability to collect valuable evaluation and feedback 

ability to create special interactivity that engages different 
senses and intellectual levels (can be creativity booster)

Flexibility
easily update content to refresh exhibitions and reflect 
changes in collections

share digital content across different platforms and 
technologies

Obsolescence
fast-changing of trends and technological developments

Not environmental friendly

Cost 
technology can be expensive to maintain and update

Reliability 
technology can break down and detract from visitor experiences if poorly 
maintained

Invasiveness 
technology can distract people from engaging with the ’phenomenon’

Exclusivity and Limited experience 
Excluded audiences depending on the choice of technology / media

often involving only a small number of people at a time

Passivity
e.g. sit and stare at a screen ( can be creativity killer)

Inflexibility
difficulties in updating (proprietary versus open source)



The aim of a digital interpretation planning
training is to show and practice the
opportunities and limitations of the
technology in developing content for
interpretation



The Muse.ar opportunity:

- Artists
- Museums
- Developers

How can interpretation provide them with
aspects to consider?



Digital technology in heritage interpretation 
(evaluation sheet)

1. Is the digital device properly selected to suit the intended audience(s)

2. Is the digital technology properly selected to suit the site and site 
management?

3. Does digital interpretation fit in the wider interpretive scene?

4. What effect does it have on the audience?

5. Do content elements support each other and work as a whole?

6. Is the content clear, simple and appropriate for the intended audience?

7. Does the content help participants find meaning?





Digital technology in heritage interpretation 
(evaluation sheet)

The current version of the evaluation sheet is available if you send an e-mail 
to:

arpad@heritagemanager.hu

Any feedback and comment is also welcome!



The IE training programme:

- writing, guiding, planning hosting, 
performing

- training + certification process
- Target audience: creators but not

designers



Target audience

The course targets participants who already possess some basic 

experience in content development for digital tools and want to 

work more closely with designers, to be more clear in briefing 

them and to do all this work based on an interpretive approach.



Training + Certification

Day 1-2: basics of HI on digital examples

DAY 3-5: Certified members can join only the relevant parts (days 

3-5) which concentrate on the specificities of interpretation 

applied in the digital environment.



Training + Certification

TRAINING tasks: 

• one phenomenon-topic-theme trinity of the training site, 
• concept note + two connected stages (text, layout, 

transformations, interactions) of a storyboard, 
• written test 

HOMEWORK: 

• full concept note and storyboard including the first brief to 
the dedveloper, 

• critiquing



Testing the training

WHO: Creatives, museum professionals, IT experts, curators, 
academics and university students in different stages of the 
development

HOW: Test trainings, hackathons, workshops

FEEDBACK: written survey, semi-structured discussion and 
interviews



arpad@heritagemanager.hu
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